THE DEATH OF THE MONARCHY
Catholic tradition—but many of these had become largely in-
different.
 (3)	The national feeling, covering nearly all the nation and
including many active Catholics, was irritated by the great
strength of Louis XIV and the French nation, for the moment
much the strongest power in the west of Europe.   Now, this
national rival (a) stood for Catholicism (though at some issue
with the Pope), and (b) stood everywhere for popular monarchy
as against  government by the wealthier classes.   Therefore, in
reaction against it the national feeling in England tended to
suspect popular monarchy and to support the growing power of
the wealthier classes here, and even, in part, to sympathize with
the similar power of the rich in Holland, at whose head was
William  of Orange,  James  II's  Protestant  son-in-law,  the
opponent of Louis XIV.
 (4)	A further cause of weakness was the fact that, while
James's main object was general toleration and peace under the
popular monarchy of his house, he himself was a convinced
Catholic, so that (a) he necessarily thought first of his co-
religionists in trying to secure freedom of worship, and (b) all
his acts would be interpreted as supporting Catholicism.
In favour of James's attempt at tranquil government under a
popular monarchy were:
 (1)	The devotion of the English to their traditions.
 (2)	The effect of time.   He was fifty-two; if he lived for, say,
twenty years more, toleration might well take root.
 (3)	The fact that James had no son.   The succession to the
crown lay in his  daughters  Mary and   Arm**—both strong
Protestants  and  married  to  Protestant husbands—Mary to
William of Orange, the Dutchman, head of the opposition to
Louis XIV abroad, and Anne to Prince George of Denmark.
And this persuaded the anti-Catholics to wait,
Under such conditions did James II begin his great experi-
ment.  His policy had three parts:
 (1)	(the essential).   To repeal the Test Acts, which prevented
anyone from holding a post, civil or military, or voting in
Parliament, unless he took communion as a member of the
Church of England and swore an oath denying the presence of
our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament.
 (2)	The forming of a small army, some 15,000 men, to act
in defence of the Government.
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